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Abstract 

Associations have quick creating measures of data to strategy and store, a data 

impact proceeds by USA. Before long one in general the main consistent 

approaches to manage treat these monstrous information sums district units 

maintained the MapReduce parallel programming perspective. Despite the fact 

that its use is in all cases inside the trade, ensuring execution constraints, while 

at a practically identical time restricting costs, still gives heightened 

challenges. In proficiency perspective to where pattern to propose an 

unforgiving grained organization speculative approach, supported strategies 

that have successfully endeavored their quality inside the organization 

aggregate. Inclining to familiarize the fundamental condition with make 

dynamic models for considerable information MapReduce structures and next 

to each other maintaining a coordinating business. An angle to tend to take in 

a join of focal organization use cases: free execution minor resource and strict 

execution. For the fundamental case we have an inclination to have an 

inclining to develop a join of accuse organization frameworks. A built up 

feedback controller and a better than average basically based info that restricts 

the measure of bundle reconfigurations still. Likewise, to manage strict 

execution necessities a support forward questionable controller that rapidly 

stifle the outcome of tremendous work gauge assortments is made. Each one 

of the controllers unit considerable on-line all through a benchmark running 

all through a bona fide sixty center point MapReduce bundle, using an 

information genuine Business Intelligence work. Our examinations 

demonstrate the achievement of the organization courses utilized as a part of 

relieving organization time necessities. 
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1 INRODUCTION 

A gigantic amount of information got and formed regular because of the developing 

support of people in the computerized space. To stock up and also deal with our work 

alongside lives on the web. Representation, Facebook arrangements more than 30 

Petabytes of information additionally Walmart's databases incorporate into 

overabundance of 2.5 petabytes of information [1]. Such gigantic amount of 

information incorporate significant data is called Big Data. It is fitting increasingly 

well known to pit such huge information with the expectation of become up and 

coming the costly data that can be of incredible utilize in logical notwithstanding 

business applications. Bunching is the gifted information mining procedure that is 

broadly acknowledge for mining important data underline unlabeled information. 

Over the previous decades, irregular grouping calculations have been created 

established on various speculations and additionally applications. Amidst them, 

partitional calculations [2] are broadly accept because of their short computational 

necessities, they are all the more very much coordinated for bunching huge datasets. 

A standout amongst the most broadly utilized partitional bunching calculation is the 

Fuzzy c-Means (FCM) grouping calculation proposed by Bezdek [3]. The Fuzzy c-

Means bunching calculation test to parcel the information focuses in the arrangement 

of c fluffy groups go for variety measure is limited. Many come up to are proposed by 

the specialists in light of partitional grouping for directing and dealing with 

tremendous dataset. For example, the strict Fuzzy c-Means with substituting 

improvement (LFCM/AO) [4] calculation is one such come quite close to, which 

execute grouping on whole dataset aside from it doesn't function admirably proposed 

for enormous information.  

Enormous Data preparing don't offer any assurances in stipulations of use execution. 

Furthermore, while some suppleness component are given, they are not absolutely 

autonomous and additionally a few huge adjust choices, for instance picking the not at 

all like scaling limits, are truant up to the administration client. Then again, past to 

such self-sufficient control arrangements can be amalgamate, execution models 

require to be manufactured that can capture the dynamic conduct of a MapReduce 

framework. These models can make up the establishment ahead which a standard 

controller can settle on a choice when and how to ideally intervene in the framework 

with the point of to keep the craved Quality of Service (QoS). This QoS is stately in 

the cloud in the kind of a Service Level Agreement (SLA), which is an understanding 

talk about interfacing the customers and additionally their specialist organization. A 

SLA can comprise of numerous Service Level Objectives (SLOs), for example the 

most administration time to be guaranteed by the provider.  

Yet, why is the execution displaying and in addition have control over a MapReduce 

administration such a test? All things considered, the Map and in addition Reduce 

capacities can just regard as discovery models as they are totally application 

particular, and also thre is no a past information of their conduct. At the point when 

MapReduce work required to keep running as a base three things ought to have been 

proliferating into the system: at first how the information will going to be to be dealt 

with, a Map work in addition to a Reduce work. Missing some profiling, no 
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suspicions can be made concerning their runtime either asset use or the amount of 

yield information has been in formed. Driving of this, bunches of additional free 

components have been prestigious that weight the execution of MapReduce 

occupations which is only CPU and system and additionally input/yield skews [5], 

equipment as well as programming disappointments', (Hadoop is the larger part use 

open source achievement of MapReduce) hub homogeneity supposition not resource 

up [6], alongside full bosomed workloads. Besides, when it way to deal with the 

cloud, asset provisioning for breaking point administration is extra made troublesome 

for the reason that of the shared equipment asset design, where interruption and 

simultaneousness issues may happen regularly. Besides, as cloud suppliers wish to 

misuse the asset abuse of their groups, they have components for the dynamic 

reallocation of sit out of gear assets which facilitate advertisements to the 

capriciousness of framework execution. So still with a similar workload 

notwithstanding asset amount, an application execution may vary depend on how 

uproarious neighboring applications are. In the interim, for almost all organizations 

obviously, missing time constrain brings about money related misfortunes. In various 

cases these expenses can achieve high up to 100.000$ every moment, similar to the 

instance of an on-line business industry [7].  

Subsequently loads of research is living being done in the HPC and Grid likewise 

Database society on edifying the execution, unwavering quality of complex figuring 

frameworks, for example, MapReduce. General research has been do as of now to 

show signs of improvement upon MapReduce [8] by differing the execution alongside 

calculations of the MapReduce structure itself. A vital indicate make here is that, 

despite the fact that these arrangements show signs of improvement upon how 

MapReduce component, no execution affirmation are given.  

Moreover, one can watch that, by reason of the haphazardness of new organization 

conditions, for instance the cloud and customary adjustment approaches turn out to be 

progressively difficult to utilize. Therefore, continuously focus is given to move 

toward utilized as a part of various fields for controlling diverse frameworks. The 

most well known of these all are the criticism control key originating starting from the 

earliest stage control hypothesis [9],[10], which fizzled giving control determination 

to physical frameworks for more than a couple of decades now. The pay of control 

hypothesis are that it can offer a strong scientific root for make input control circles, 

for directing securely multifaceted nature and in addition for having theoretically 

guaranteed outcomes. 

 

2 RELATED WORK 

Outline of the distinctive or uncommon methodologies toward model and in addition 

control the execution of MapReduce frameworks.  
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2.1   Mapreduce presentation portrayal  

In the wake of investigating part of studies finished up how to shape the execution of 

the MapReduce system. These can be gathering together into the consequent 

classifications. To start with guideline models are careful MapReduce models with the 

aim of catch the internal workings of the diverse periods of an established Hadoop 

MapReduce work execution stream, see [11]. Vianna et al. [12] created a various 

leveled show which going to consolidate a priority of diagram with the assistance of a 

document arrangement for a specific system to display the intra-work association 

limitation Some as Jockey [13] use a test system which can catches the complex bury 

oppression of an occupation notwithstanding use of going before runtime insights to 

estimate work runtime.On the opposite side relapse as well as discovery models.. 

These are not fine grained refreshes these are coarse grained models which won't 

attempt to capture the correct aftereffect of the MapReduce system other than in its 

place work ahead occupation profiling, that is to state expect the reaction time of 

expected employments depend on past involvement or exploratory runs. The 

difference between this backward come up to lies for the most part in the component 

used to set up the backward model. A number numerous other of essayist amplify 

measurable models finished of a few execution not variations for example the normal 

and most extreme and also slightest run times of the various occupation cycles [14], 

[15]. MapReduce will prepare clump occupations which are run consistently, various 

propose building a profile database to expect work runtime. Others use a static 

straight model which catches the relationship flanked by employment runtime and 

input information measure and also the assets owed for the occupation.  

Also, there are the individuals who inspect long haul follows only for arrange 

occupations into more than a couple runtime classes, assume from a 6-months logs of 

Yahoo's M45 supercomputing groups running MapReduce. They use two gap 

calculations for the reason expectation of administration fruition times: a separation 

weighted normal calculation .The straight relapse depend on strategy was composed 

in the aim of fluctuating info sizes, see Kavulya [16]. Essential Component Analysis 

were utilizing to choose the MapReduce and Hadoop parts with the aim of having the 

greatest weight on introduction of MapReduce employments [17]. This above move 

toward consolidate the non-application particular Hadoop setup parameters through 

the factual midpoints assembled from the hints of prior employment runs. After 

investigation reasoned that as different applications have conniving CPU, organize 

transmission capacity and information stockpiling necessities, the use bunching 

examination is encouraged to bunch occupations and fabricate an autonomous model 

for each gathering to achieve enhanced model exhibitions. Otherside, each records the 

displayed models are occupation level models and in addition thusly can't keep the 

effects of workload uniqueness in a MapReduce group. Likewise every one of these 

models are static models and furthermore don't limit the progression of a MapReduce 

framework, consistent state going to happens framework touch base at its new 

relentless state. For the interim, the numerous times of involvement in building 

compose calculations for physical frameworks has demonstrated that capture the 
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progression of the framework is basic to be acquainted with the idea of overseeing 

informational collection.  

 

2.2   Efficient MapReduce Framework  

As of now there are part of endeavors to enhance MapReduce execution either from 

side to side system modification or else by streamlining the structure parameters. 

Sailfish [18] is a unique MapReduce system in order to, by utilizing accumulating 

halfway information improves execution by method for grouping circle I/O. 

Hadoop++ [19] show signs of improvement occupation execution for sensible 

questions utilizing a unique non-intrusive ordering procedure. Yarn [20] broght a few 

execution improvement in the meantime as at the base of extra handling models. Then 

again, none among these system offers any control instrument when contrasted with 

that and can gine affirmation introduction in face of a problematic workload. In 

addition, with the start of cloud arrangement, there are heaps of undertakings on 

edifying MapReduce execution inside the cloud. Start [8], assume, rearrange the 

MapReduce display and in addition can manage new workload, for example, gushing 

and iterative calculations in addition to intelligent inquiries. Despite the fact that it is 

not so far nuch develop as contrast with Hadoop it has been presented to crush 

Hadoop by a join of requests of greatness by and large. AsterixDB [8] is a creative 

Big Data Management System which stores, lists and handle semi-organized 

information. For the reason that of its colleague of information apportioning and in 

addition ordering it can avoid to everlastingly filter information just to prepare the 

questions. Additionally protract the MapReduce demonstrate, permiting for a greater 

number of administrators than simply delineate decrease alongside improves on 

iterative calculations when contrasted with customary Hadoop. Likewise, due the 

misrepresentation of the calculations created ready to be connected to any of the in 

advance booked structures to guarantee execution necessities. 

 

2.3 Guaranteeing MapReduce in Terms Of Performance  

After giving assurance MapReduce performance think of the on-line edition of 

frameworks resources or any of its parameters to attain the requisite job deadline. For 

example SteamEngine [20] initiate an on-line performance as well as energy 

optimization algorithm meant for MapReduce applications running on virtualized 

clusters, for instance Amazon EC2. It construct utilize of both not only off-line but 

also on-line job profiling to expect job end times. The performance optimization is 

done by frequently expect the job finish time by using a simple trick to manage the 

quantity of possessions existing for tasks. with the intention, if the anticipated 

terminate time, at any time of the job life-cycle, is more than the predictable terminate 

time then only the algorithm add to the amount of resources (adds more nodes) from 

side to side cluster scaling. The cluster scaling optimization will done only in the map 

phase, and on the othr side  the earlier it’s done the better is the improvement. Verma 

[21] proposes ARIA, an routine resource conjecture along with allocation engine for 
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MapReduce. ARIA at run time can assign the suitable resources (slots) to a job so that 

the job meets its time constraints. Jockey [13] check  job performance in addition to 

dynamically regulate its resources to make the most of economic efficacy, while 

diminishing its vigor on the left behind of the cluster. At the time as all the preceding 

approaches offer fine grained job level performance to control at a scheduler level, to 

add course grained manage by scheming the average performance of a collection of 

jobs in the cluster. In addition, On time as these methods need adapt the schedulers as 

well as algorithms position by the MapReduce cluster, control architecture is non-

invasive as well as e capable of be used in parallel with any of the earlier listed 

scheduling algorithms. Furthermore our algorithm can  without difficulty 

computerized to be used by an standard user with their allocation, with no in an 

profundity awareness of the internal machinery of the MapReduce framework. At the 

same time as the fine grained scheduling techniques optimize the resource treatment 

of the current resources,  course grained technique know how to handle workload 

spear as well as fluctuations. 

The upkeep of differ records and system of scope as being done physically by the 

substance division. This winds up in a few downsides some of that are: 

 It can handle up to GB data. 

 If increase the length of the records performance will be reduced.  

 It can process only structure data.  

 Unlike parallel RDBMS no need to pre-process the data sooner than apply it. 

There is no need to design either star schema or else update some data 

dictionary otherwise operate it with a detach ETL process. 

 Maintaining cost also very elevated 

 

3 PROPOSED MODEL STRUCTURE 

Proposed concept deals with providing database by using hadoop tool able to analyze 

no limitation of data in addition to simple add number of machines to the cluster and 

getting results with less time, high throughput and maintain cost is very cheap as well 

as  by using joins , partitions and bucketing techniques in hadoop see in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig.1 Architecture of the system 
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To improve the efficiency in the terns of fetching the data very fast. By means of 

when existing or dynamic data required to fetch  as for analyzation purpose  whether 

data prediction is not possible there are chances it is structured or may be unstructured 

else it would have semistructured data.  So on variety of data analyzation is must. So 

first data preprocessing will going to happened. 

 

4 MODELS AND DESIGN GOALS 

4.1  Data Preprocessing Module: 

In the terms of intension at detailing a careful list of assistance on Big Data 

preprocessing. There are three steps  

 

4.1.1 Fetch the data from sources 

While mining the data, to collect data from a number of source systems in addition to 

in multiple file formats, for example flat files with delimiters (CSV) as well as XML 

files.To gather data from diffrent systems that build up data in covert formats no one 

as well uses for long term. It seems easy, but capable to do in fact any one of the main 

difficulty in getting the decision off the view. 

 

4.1.2 Converting data into a ordinary format which fits other data 

The converting step may encompass multiple data manipulations, suppose moving, 

splitting and translating as well as merging, sorting also pivoting as well as more. For 

instance, a customer name might be split into first as well as last names or else dates 

might be altered to the standard ISO format. 

 

4.1.3   Load the data into the data warehouse for analysis. 

Loading data into data warehouse can be done in batch processes or else row by row 

 

4.2   Data Ingestion with Sqoop 

Apache Sqoop is a tool designed to transfer data between Hadoop and relational 

databases. Sqoop is able to import data from an RDBMS such not only MySQL but 

also  Oracle Database addicted to HDFS as well as then export the data reverse later 

than data has been altered using MapReduce. Sqoop connects to an RDBMS through 

its JDBC connector and relies on the RDBMS to describe the database schema for 

data to be imported. Both import and export utilize MapReduce, which provides 

parallel operation with fault tolerance. All through import, Sqoop reads the table, row 

by row, into HDFS see in Fig.2. 
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Fig. 2.  Sqoop Architecture 

 

4.3   Data Analytic With Hive 

Hive is an open-source data warehousing explanation will resides on top of Hadoop. 

Hive supports queries uttered in a SQL-like as a declarative language - HiveQL, that 

are going to compiled into map-reduce jobs which executed on Hadoop. Moreover, 

HiveQL supports tradition map-reduce scripts to be block into queries. The language 

comprises a type system with support for tables contain primitive types and 

collections like arrays and also maps, as well as nested compositions of the same. The 

fundamental IO libraries can be extensive to query data in tradition formats. Hive also 

comprise a system catalog, Hive-Metastore, holding schemas in addition to statistics, 

which is useful in data exploration and query optimization illustrated in Algorithm 1. 

________________________________________ 

Algorithm 1.  Hive analyazation 
_________________________________________ 

1. Loading data into HDFS index generated and stored in the Feedback Table.  

2. Map function runs on Feedback Table to make a selection and projection for Join 

Key (CID) and Index.  

3.  Hash partitioned function is used to partition, merge the output of the map 

function and distributes all to reduces. 

4. All records with the same join key CID fit to the same reducer and perform cross 

product to this records to join results include the index column. 

5.  Using Index in Order Table a map function run on Order Table to complete the 

missing information TYPE, OID 

6. Feedback Table 

Index Join implementation:  

Create Index in R  

Map over RR(index ,join key) and map over S Distribute R and s to all nodes 

using hash partition 

Distribute R and s to all nodes using hash partition  

Reduce R*S 

MAP OVER R (TYPE, OID) 

  ________________________________________ 
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4.4   Data Analytic Module with pig 

It is a high-level data processing language which will provides a full rich set of 

collected data types as well as in the route of execute a diversity of maneuver on the 

data  operators. The language for Pig is pig Latin. Pig handles every structure and 

unstructured language. It’s collectively high of the map reduce methodology running 

background. The language generally used for analyzing the data in Hadoop using Pig 

is known as Pig Latin. In order to perform a particular task Programmers using Pig 

and when programmers require to write a Pig script by using the Pig Latin language 

as well as execute them with any of the execution mechanisms (Grunt Shell, UDFs 

and Embedded). Subsequent to execution, these scripts will go via a series of 

transformations which going to applied by the Pig Framework, to generate the most 

wanted output. Inside, Apache Pig change these scripts into a sequence of MapReduce 

jobs, in addition to this, it will create the programmer’s job easy. The architecture of 

Apache Pig is as shown below in Fig.3. 

 

 

 

Fig.3 Apache Pig Architecture 
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Script 

Map reduce 
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At the first step pig script will going to handle by the parser for checking syntax of 

script. Then logical plan going to passed to logical optimizer will send later to 

compiler which convert into the sequence of  MapReduce jobs. After finishing this 

MapReduce jobs are submitted into hadoop cluster in sorted order. 

Initially observation of format will happened. Just copy that data file into the hadoop. 

Start apachep pig and load the jar file and utilize all the command as shown in 

Algorithm 2. 

 

Algorithm 2.  Pig Analyzation 

_________________________________________ 

1. Observe the format of the Elect_Cust1 records using head command: $ head -10  

      /BigDataUniversity/input/Elect_Cust1.csv 

2. Now copy the data file into Hadoop File System. $ hadoop fs -put  

      /BigDataUniversity/input/ Elect_Cust1.csv   

3. Start the Apache Pig. 

 $ pig grunt>  

Now it will utilize a Pig UDF to compute the length of each word which is  

situated inside the piggybank.jar file.  

 It utilize the REGISTER command to load this jar file: 

i. grunt> REGISTER /opt/ibm/biginsights/pig/piggybank/java/piggybank.jar;  

ii. Now  to procedure the data is to LOAD 

  grunt> records = LOAD ‘Elect_Cust1’. 

iii.  The processing  belated pending the data desire to be reported. 

iv. To turn out a histogram, just group by the length of the word: grunt> grouped 

= GROUP proceedings org.apache.piggybank.evaluation.LENGTH(word); 

v.  After everything else, sum the word counts for each word length using SUM 

task through the FOREACH plus GENERATE command. 

vi.  grunt> final = FOREACH grouped GEN group, SUM(records.wordcount);  

vii. And use the DUMP command to print the result to the console. grunt> DUMP 

final; 

___________________________________________ 

 

4.5   Data Analytic With Mapreduce 

The MapReduce programming model is composed of two primitive functions that is  

Map as well as Reduce. The input data for a MapReduce program is a list of <key, 

value> pairs in addition to therefore  the Map() function is useful to each pair and also 

generate a set of intermediate pairs, e.g. <key, list(value)>. After that the Reduce() 

function is functional to every intermediate pair, process values of the list, as well as 

produce collective final results. Furthermore, there are extra functions in the 

MapReduce execution model for example shuffle and sort, for handling intermediate 

data. On the Map side the shuffle function will be applied, as well as execute data 

exchange by key following Map(). Therefore, data among the same key will be 
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broadcast to a single Reduce() function. The sort function be launched on the Reduce 

side later than data exchange. By using  key data going to sort  field to group all the 

pairs by means of the same key for further processing. 

The mapper emits an intermediate key-value pair for each word in a document. The 

reducer sums up all counts for each word. 

 

Algorithm  3.  MapReduce Execution 

___________________________________________ 

1. Class MAPPER 

2.  method Map(prid a, prname d) 

3. For all term t  doc d do 

4. Emit(term t, count 1) 

class Reducer 

i. method Reduce(term t, counts [c1, c2, . . .]) 

ii. method Reduce(term t, counts [c1, c2, . . .])  

iii. sum ← 0 

iv. for all count c  counts [c1, c2, . . .] do 

v. sum ← sum + c 

vi. Emit(term t, count sum) 

___________________________________________ 

 

This calculation ascertains the measure of occurrence of each word in a content 

gathering, which is the initial phase in for example, structure a unigram dialect 

portrayal (i.e., likelihood circulation in overabundance of words in an accumulation). 

Input key qualities sets secure the type of (prid, prname) sets which stock up on top of 

the dispersed record framework, somewhere the previous is a select identifier for the 

report, and in addition the original copy of the archive itself. The mapper get an info 

key-esteem combine, tokenizes the report, and also discharge a middle key-esteem 

match for each word: the prid itself fills in as the key, and the whole number one fills 

in as the esteem (connote that we've seen the prid once). The MapReduce execution 

system guaranteed that all qualities related with the comparable key are gotten all 

things considered the reducer. Hence, in our guide diminish calculation, just require to 

total all numbers (ones) associated with each word. The reducer does precisely this, 

and in addition discharge last key-esteem sets with the prid as the key, and the 

consider the esteem. Last yield is printed to the circulated record framework, one 

document for each reducer. Words inside each record will be thoughtful by sequential 

request, and each document will incorporate practically a similar number of words. 

The partitioner controls the commitment of words to reducers. The yield can be see by 

the developer or make utilization of as contribution to an alternate MapReduce 

program. 
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5    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

5.1 Experimental Environment 

All the work done here has been accomplished our research over hadoop cluster. 

Hadoop cluster is an ambiance  be founded in University of Technology Sydney 

(UTS). The figure amenities of this organization are situated in several labs in the 

Faculty of Engineering and IT, UTS. Undeveloped on hardware as well as Linux OS, 

also set up KVM Hypervisor [22] which virtualizes the transportation along with 

grant permeation it to provide collective computing in addition to storage possessions. 

Upon virtualized data centers, Hadoop [23] is installed to ease the MapReduce 

programming model as well as distributed file system. Table 1 shows simulation 

parameter for the implementation. 

 

Simulation parameter  Values 

 RAM Used 4 GB 

Default block size 64MB 

Default replication factor 3 

CPU core 2 cores 

 

5.2  Result Analysis 

By and large for graphical portrayal in hadoop R dialect for the most part utilizes. R is 

code as well as condition utilized as a part of expansion to planned exceptionally to 

compute purposes and factual. It is divergent from different insights instruments and 

additionally other processing dialect for instance S as R is completely develop 

expected for measurable data[24]. R is an open source and free factual program which 

can use for every measurable need and calculations.  

As of now contains informational collection in hadoop group however for 

analyazation which needs to speak to in graphical organization in Fig.4. demonstrates 

the critical development in the quantity of particular MapReduce programs registered 

with our essential source code administration framework after some time, from 0 to 

right around 25 in isolated occurrences. MapReduce has been so fruitful in light of the 

fact that it makes it conceivable to compose a straightforward program and run it 

proficiently on a thousand machines over the span of thirty minutes, enormously 

accelerating the improvement and prototyping cycle. Toward the finish of each 

employment, the MapReduce library logs measurements about the computational 

assets utilized by the occupation. 
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Fig.4. Analyzation  for sales of month February 

 

In Fig.5. depicts the graphical as well as statistical representation for monthly sales  

with payment mode. So it is able to perform analyzation as like by using which 

payment mode obtained approximately more amount in particular month?  Or which 

payment node mode is best by observing highest amount in graphs. 

 

Fig.5. Analyzation  for Monthly sales  with payment mode 

 

5 CONCLUSION 

In this paper strategy for foreseeing future stock deals in on-line looking has been 

produced misuse alternatives removed from customer criticism. The objective of this 

review is to research that stock square measure most enjoyed bolstered client rating 

and survey, what individual most noteworthy acquired, which individual most 

noteworthy amount spent and month to month astute conjointly see all item deals on 

earlier year in light of the fact that the conjecture for the ensuing year that sort of 

stock keeps up and enhance the business. We tend to square quantify abuse start we 

will get result hundred circumstances faster than Hadoop. The key is that it keeps 
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running in-memory on the bunch, which it is not fixing to Hardtop's MapReduce two-

arrange worldview. This makes repetitive access to indistinguishable data a great deal 

of snappier. Start will keep running as an independent or on high of Hadoop YARN, 

wherever it will peruse data straightforwardly from HDFS.  

A portion of the headings for future work is we can utilize start offers taking after 

future extension:  

1. Computation will be In-Memory  

2. Dynamic spilling information conceivable to examine 
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